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By Joe R. Lansdale

Subterranean Press, Burton, Michigan, 2014. Hardcover. Condition: New. Dust Jacket Condition:
New. 1st Edition. NEW HARDBACK. SIGNED by JOE R. LANSDALE [NO Inscription]. LIMITED Ed.
#174/350. DJ in Clear, ARCHIVAL MYLAR WRAP. NO remainder mark. "Orphaned by a plane crash,
raised in the wilds of a lost world hidden somewhere beneath a constant mist, The Big Guy and his
ape-man brother from another mother are living a life of danger amongst rampaging dinosaurs,
giant birds, warring ape tribes, and all manner of deadly beasts. It's a wonderful existence for
someone like The Big Guy and his furry brother, except for the flea problem. Then an expedition of
explorers from the outside turn his world inside out. Or rather a very blonde beauty called The
Woman does. It leads to his and his ape brother being convinced to fly to New York by zeppelin,
where they become the toast of the town. They even make Hollywood movies. It seems perfect. At
least until The Big Guy does something that comes quite naturally to him in the wild, but leads to
public humiliation in this new found world. To make matters worse, his ape brother has grown to
not only love the...
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ReviewsReviews

This ebook may be worth a read, and far better than other. It is among the most incredible ebook i have read. You will like the way the article writer publish
this publication.
-- Ca nda ce Ra ynor-- Ca nda ce Ra ynor

This composed book is fantastic. it absolutely was writtern quite properly and helpful. I am very happy to explain how this is the very best ebook i actually
have read during my own existence and may be he best pdf for actually.
-- Pr of . Elody D'Am or e-- Pr of . Elody D'Am or e
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